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A PANORAMA OF SWISS CULTURE

described by an American
The most concise and compre-

hensive study of Switzerland's cultural
achievements is probably the work of an
American: His name is IVa/ter Sore//. He
is on the faculty of Columbia University,
has written a number of books and reviews
poetry and literature for the /Vew kork
Fz'mes, the CTzn'st/an Science Monitor, and
leading American periodicals. The cultural
panorama of Switzerland which, under
the title FTze Swiss, bears his signature is

so good that it is actually in the course
of translation into German. The book
was launched simultaneously in London
and New York and its publication here
was celebrated by a reception at the
Embassy before Christmas. The publishers
are Oswald Wold Wolff. The tome has
304 pages, is cloth-bound and costs £3-00.

A gallery of great men

One is pleasantly surprised to
realise that Switzerland has produced so

many great men, and astounded to know
that an American should be so familiar
with the details of their achievements and
have such deep insight into the meaning
of their work.

For anyone but the scholar of Swiss

history, a great many creators dealt with
by Sorell must have been gloriously un-
known figures. The gallery of writers,
artists, theologians, psycholists and
scientists who are given a place in this
cultural travel-companion leaves out none
of the more familiar names, such as:

Fesfa/ozzi, //enri Dunan f, Fen/amin
Consta«?, Fung, Te Cozôws/e/-, //od/er,
Top/fer, Fa«/ Â7ee, Gidcometfi, Jeremias
Goft/ze//, Fe//er, Frise/z, Z)«zre«nza/ï,
i/o«egget, Fanrwz, Fu/er, Fernouz'Z/i, etc.,
not counting the many men of science
and letters who have been claimed by
other countries (e.g., Fousseau) and the
innumerable artists and thinkers, from
Lizst to Einstein and from Byron to
Hermann Hess who have found an
intellectual haven in Switzerland.

The concern for God

The Introduction gives Max Frisch's
assessment of the reasons why Switzerland
has attracted so many artists from all
over the world. According to this Swiss

writer, Switzerland is a country of refuge
because it offers an atmosphere of
political and social - noninvolvement,
because of her Gesc/n'c/zst/os/gfce/r
which has essentially appealed to radicals
and those who wanted to retire to an
atmosphere conducive to creativity as

much as to an atmosphere of peaceful-
ness and security safeguarded by tra-
ditional neutrality.

Sorell aptly names his chapters to
throw into relief and salient and eternal
features of the Swiss mind. This cultural

journey appropriately begins with a

chapter on Fe/igion with due emphasis on
Switzerland's influence on the Refor-
mation (Calvin, Zwingli) and on modern
theology (Karl Barth). The next chapter
deals with Fducatz'on and is significantly
sub-titled "or t/ze Zze/ie/in /ore".

The didactic concern of so many
Swiss writers is noteworthy and so is
the fact that three of the world's greatest
and most influential educationists
(Rousseau, Pestalozzi and Steiner) were
Swiss. Dealing with science, Sorell
devotes several pages to Karl Gustav Jung.
The anecdote of Einstein flunking his
entrance examination at the Zurich
Polytechnic Institute and being considered
as a "lazy dog" by his professors is

amusingly recalled. Sorell also writes that
Einstein wanted to go through the train-
ing of the Mz'/iz and was very unhappy
when the authorities rejected him because
of his varicose veins and flat feet.

Humanitarian streak

An interesting account of the life
and work of Leonard Euler, who ranks
as one of the greatest mathematician of
all times and a description of that extra-
ordinary family, the Bernouillis, high-
lights Basle's importance in the progress
of thought. Among several others, the
names of Erasmus, Jaspers and Burkhardt
are linked to the history of that city.

A humanitarian streak is often
found in Swiss men of action. This is

true of //en/7 Dunant, the failed business-
man who founded the Red Cross, and of
Fo/zn Augustus Suffer, a pioneer settler in
California, founder of Sacramento, capital
of California, and on whose land gold was
discovered in 1848. // //ze /ee/ing o/
narrowness, as so o/ten c/aimed, can drive
f/ze Swiss info se//-z'znposer/ exi/e, writes
Sorell, t/zen z'f can certaz'n/y «o«rz's/z a
zna« 's c«rz'osz'z>> and make /zz'zn searc/z /or
f/ze ««known z'n /zzrawajr countrez's,
parfzczz/ar/y w/zen /zz's /atent so/dieriy
z'nstz'ncts can /ze c/zan«e//ed z'n to t/ze

courage needed Zzy t/ze exp/orer.
Embodying this statement, Suter

became a powerful man but remained a
dreamer unrealistic in his enterprises,
Zzzz? /ze womM not /zave Zzeen a Swiss
r/reazner /zad /ze not /ozznc/ec? /rontz'er
znc/zzsfrzes, czz/tz'vatec? /ant/ anc? raised
catt/e.

"Heidi" and a child's dreams

Writing in a following chapter on
French-speaking Swiss writers, Sorell deals
at length with the pathological life of
the Romantic //enrz-Frdc/drz'c Amie/, on
whom Mathew Arnold has devoted a

study; and tells of C. F. Ramuz, Vaud's
most famous 20th Century writer.

Sorell has no trouble in preparing

a long list of German-Swiss authors from
which to draw, and begins his account of
German-Swiss literature with //eidi, by
Johanna Spyri (1827—1901), a story that
has all the necessary ingredients to
captivate a young person's mind.

"Fo/zanna Spjvri's z'n«'g/zt into t/ze

mind o/ t/ze c/zi/d, adds Sorell, ming/ed
wz'f/z restrained gaify ant/ c/zeer/u/ wisdom,
gave most o/ /zer stories t/zez'r attract/on.
True, 7/ezt/z', /zer Zzesf work t/oes not /zave

t/ze sym/zo/ic dept/z anc/ nzany-Zacetec?

nzeanzng/nZness o/ Lewis Caro/Z's 'A/z'ce

z'n IPonc/erianc/' nor c/oes z't /zave f/ze va/zze

anc? szz/zsfance o/ //ans CTzrisfian

Anderson's stories. Fut '//eidi'/zas c/z'sarzn-

z'ng naivete anc? enc/earing c/zarnz z'n

conzznon wz'f/z z'fs memoraè/e /z'ctz'ona/

"The universe in their heart"

Sorrel occasionally makes a halt
and views the object of his narrative from
some distance. This leads him to the

IVa/ter Sore//

following remarks throwing light on the
urge of many Swiss writers to rise from
the particular and the finiteness of their
parochial environment to the Universal:

'7f /zas Zzeen saz'c? Zze/ore f/zaf one
can see t/ze entz're wor/d/ronz one's own
wz'nt/ow. Some writers are Zzorn wz'f/z f/ze
universe z'n t/zez'r /zearts, vz'sz'Zz/e anc/

pa/pa/z/e z'n t/zez'r own /our wa//s, z'n t/ze
va/Zejz z'n w/zz'c/z t/zejz Zive, z'n f/ze street o/
t/zez'r Zz'ft/e town. A/any Swiss writers
w/zose native tongue is German s/zow a
creative power f/zaf grew out o/ t/zez'r

specz/ic Swissness, Zzuf a/so /ar Zzeyonc/ z'f.

77zey succeed in /ormu/ating f/zeir
experience in a universa/Zy /egz'Zz/e and
identi/zaZz/e zzzanner. C/zaracters grounded
in t/ze narrowness o/ t/zez'r county grow
wings /rom Gotf/ze// and Ke//er to
Dzzrrenmatt and Frisc/z, t/ze Ziferary wor/d
recognizes t/ze va/id z'/zzage f/zey create, f/ze
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/zwmazz pzz/sehezz/ azzc? rte mora/ m rte
message o/ rtese wri/era ".

"TTzey never t/ezzy rte/r /zezr'/zzge ",
adds Sorell, "rte/r Swzss /zackgrouzzJ
revea/s z'/se// z'zz mzzzzy ways. rt'zzee
Sw/Yzezr/iz/sc/z z's «sec/ as rte verzzzzc«/ar on
a// soc/a/ /eve/s, z'/s zd/ozzis /rtrase anc?

co/our rte writer s /angna^e. ///s cz'vzc-
mz'nc?ec?ness anc? soc/a/ eozzscz'ezzce are
/z/enc/ec/ wz'rt /z/s /ezzz/ezzcy /o exp/az'n
/zz'mse// w/zz'/e teac/zz'zzg a /esson, />«/, mos/
o/ a//, /o ra/z/y rte z'nna/e neec? /or se//-
rea/zza/z'ozz. 77ze Germa/z-Sw/ss writer z"s

prompted />y a dz'rtzc/z'c pnrpose fo
e/zas/z'se evz'/, /o c/e/enc/ rte /zzg/zer va/wes
z'n /z/e. 77zere are many reasons /or rtz's,
/>«/ rte roo/s /or zY ean Zze /ownc? z'n rte
re/z'gzozzs haekgrowzzd o/ mos/ o/ rte
writers, w/zo /zave never comp/e/e/y /reec/
rtemse/ves/rom rte sermon".

The Schauspielhaus

Sorell devotes nearly a whole
chapter to Max Frisch and Friedrich
Dürrenmatt, Switzerland's two leading
author-playwrights, and in this connection
stresses the central role of Zurich
Sc/za«spz'erta«s in the war-time and post-
war history of the stage. He notes that
5c/za«spz'erta«s had an enviable series of
firsts while the Nazis were in power ("a
cultural windfall for Switzerland"). These
included Brecht's four most important
plays (Mother Courage, Galileo, Good
Woman of Sezuan and Puntilla); Stein-
beck's "The Moon is down", and
Thornton Wilder's" Alcestiade".

Sorell's introduction to Swiss art
begins with Ferdinand Hodler (1853—

1918) "who is for Switzerland what
Johann Strauss is for Austria or Goethe
for Germany. He is the most represen-
tative for the nation whose people can
easily identify with significant and
immediately recognizable features of
his work".

In the same chapter, the author
pointedly reminds the reader that the
writer-caricaturist Rodo/p/ze Topp/er,
"a nineteenth-century James Thurber",
was father of the cartoon. He adds that
Wilhelm Busch, who is generally credited
with discovering this technique, and
Edward Lear could not have accomplished
what they did without Rodolphe Töpffer,
the creator '6f humorous drawings with
explanatory text.

"SwzYzer/zzzzd /zzzs hro«g/z/ /orrt /zzr.

more rtzz/ z'/s good/y s/zzzre z'/z rte zzr/z's/z'c

exp/ora/z'ozz o/o«r exz's/ezzce azzd z'dezz/z/y

writes Sorell. Referring to modern art.
Owing to the country's neutrality, it
could give birth to such a revolutionary
movement in the arts as Dada, and in this
context the abstractionnists Yezzzz yfrp and
Sop/zz'e Thezz/zer are placed on a high
pedestal. Klee and Max Bill are given the
prominence they deserve, and so is the
sculptor Alberto Giacometti, "a towering
figure, an artist of international stature".

Joyce and his declaration of fortune

Returning to the "creative atmos-
phere of Switzerland", one is impressed
on the profound attachment (either to
the scenery or a way of life) expressed
by so many of the artists who have
chosen to live in Switzerland. This is

particularly true of the poet Reiner Maria
Rilke, the German writer Thomas Mann,
and is not untrue of James Joyce. The
Irish exile found refuge in Switzerland
during the war (he died in Zurich in
January, 1941) but obtaining the authori-
sation was not easy, as he explained in a
letter to a friend: "77ze Swz'ss, /zzzvz'zzg

/zzz<z//y dz'sco vered rtzz/ / am zzo/ a Yew

from /«dea, Zz«/ azz rizyzzzz o/Frizz, /zave

requested a Zzazzk YeposzY azze/ a gzzararz/ee
o/500,000 Frezzc/z /razzes. 77zz's was e/ozze.

77ze Swz'ss zzex/ c/emazze/eeZ a tZe/az/ezZ

dec/ara/zozz o/ my pez-sozza/ /oz-ftzzze. 77zz's

was e/ozze a/so, azzc? we are waz'/z'zzg.... "

Thomas Mann and those "Helvetia
stamps"

The extraordinary impact which
cultural environment can have on the
work of a writer is illustrated by the
following letter sent by Thomas Mann to
Hermann Hess, another German writer
who chose to work and live in Switzerland.
After ' having lived several years in
Switzerland and left for California, Mann
acutely felt a difference. He wrote:

"Dezzr Mr. 7/ess, zz /e//er /rom
SwzYzer/zzzzc/ azzc/ /rom yo« £z'ves me m«c/z

/oy. To« cazzY z'zzzagz'zze wz'rt w/zz'c/z

z'zz/ezzsz'/y / p«// ow/ s«c/z a ?e//er wz'rt rte
7/e/veft'a s/amp /rom amozzy rtose sftzpz'c/,
/ozzg- ^4merz'cazz ezzve/opes azzc? give //
pre/erezzce over a// orter rtz'zzgs. .SYrazzge/y

ezzoMg/z, rte Sc/zwyzers /zave zzo/ a//
he/zavec/ par/z'c«/ar/y zzz'ce /owarc/s a// o/
«s w/zo were wz'rto«/ a /arter/azzc? azzc?

zzo/ ozz gooc? /erms wz'rt o«r goverzzmezz/.
Te/ rte five years o/ my /z/e spezz/ rtere

The InternationalBank
for InternationalPeople.
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Swiss Fini Helps to Fight

Arthritis

have made me /ee/ so heariiiy a/iached
to ihe cozznrry thai ihinfa'ng o/ if /oo/cx fo
me iz'he homexichness".

That was in 1941. Eleven years
later Mann settled in Kilchberg, near
Zurich, where he lived until his death in
1955.

The glimpses we have given of this
excellent cultural panorama only reveals
tire small details of a wide landscape. We

can only recommend a book which will
probably inspire a comment similar to
this one by Max Frisch:

"He who already knows and likes to
live with the cliché that Switzerland has,
above all, produced cheese and clocks and
mountains need not read this book: its
wealth of surprising and profound infor-
mation about theology, architecture,
pedagogy, theatre, painting, music,
literature and so forth could easily deprive
him of his cliché for ever".

Tota/ hzp /oint replacements. 77ze

picture shows prostethis sha/ts o/various
sizes 0/ t/ze hind w/zz'c/z are embedded m
t/ze t/zz^/2 hone o/pafz'ents szz/yerz'ng/fom
art/zrz'tz's. Articu/ation consists 0/ a
hollow hall made 0/ a special casting
alloy and a sochef 0/ hlglz-denslzy poly-
ethylene (by courtesy o/Su/zer Srofhers
.Ltd.;

Spare-parts surgery is one of the
fastest moving fields of medicine, not
least' because of the rise of road traffic
accidents and the application of various
electronic devices to the regulation of the
human organism, one example being the
heart-pacemaker. However, problems of
rejection not unlike those raised by organ
transplants appear if these foreign bodies
react in any way with the acceptor
organism. The implant, whether it is
used for fixing bone fractures or replacing
worn parts from joints, must be of a

chemically inert material. This appears
simple, but, as the last issue of the 5'u/zer
Technical Review emphasises in an
interesting article, this requires years of
painstaking tests and research.

Sulzer brothers of Winterthur are
better known as the makers or licensors
of two-thirds of the world's marine diesel
engines and of a sizeable fraction of the
world's spinning and weaving machines.
However, they have also established their
reputation in the technology of casting
and forging complicated workpieces of
metal into precise shapes. Sulzer's have
forged the pump and boiler casings of
Switzerland's nuclear reactors. In a some-
what less bulky domain, they have
developed the technology of manu-
facturing so-called /o/zzZ ezzdoprox/heses
(see picture) which allow total hip joint
replacement for people suffering from
arthritis. Sulzer's are a world leader in a

technology which has already helped tens
of thousands of people to lead near-
normal lives.

The total hip joint replacement is
made up of three parts: a prosthesis shaft
which is embedded in the thigh-bone, a
hollow-ball and a socket. Each are manu-
factured from different and highly
sophisticated materials satisfying very
strict specifications. The prosthesis shaft

must be extremely strong, sufficiently
flexible and, of course, completely
"inert". It must be remembered that
fixing these devices in an arthritiiic
patient requires a long operation followed
by a lengthy period of convalescence.
For all practical purposes, an implant is

therefore inserted once and for all and
must be able to sustain the 200 million
cycles of flexural and torsional stress
which that piece of metal can be expected
to sustain during the patient's life-time.
This calls for complicated stress calcu-
lations and tests, like the ones shown in
the photographs below.

The hollow-ball must also have
special qualities. It must first of all be

absolutely smooth. This requires the
most refined forging or casting techniques.
It must be extremely resilient, "bio-
compatible" and "corrosion resistent" or
inert indefinitely. Cobalt-base chromium/
molybdenum alloys have been developed
to this end. Sulzer's have come out with
a highly technical substance called
/Vofasu/- / 0 which is used in the forged
state for producing implants. Finally,
the material of the socket must be such
that friction with the metal ball is reduced
to a minimum and at the same time be

extremely strong. New kinds of high-
density plastics presenting the required
characteristics have been developed over
the years.

All these devices are subjected to
elaborate mechanical and chemical tests
before being tried on animals — and then
on human beings. One is however never
quiet sure that an implant that has proved
adequate on a guinea-pig will not cause
problems on a human patient. Clinical
experience is therefore indispensible to
complete the knowledge obtained in the
laboratory.

/mpzzct test hammer/or testing impact toughness 0/hzp Sending- /oad iexi on a /zip /oini sha/f designed to plot a

/oint x/za/i at its midd/e. /oad-de/?ection carve.
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